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Maxwell-type viscoelasticity

Spring and dashpot in series

Viscous material deforms when a force
is applied. It resists deformation via 

a dissipative mechanism, e.g. friction,
which heats the body. When the forcing

stops it stops deforming. 

Elastic material deforms when a force
is applied. It resists deformation by 

storing elastic energy, without heating
the body. When the forcing stops the

stored elastic energy acts to restore the
original shape of the body.



Elastic Earth – short time scales

seismic waves (seconds) normal modes (tens of minutes, large wavelength)



Elastic Earth – tides

tides (12 and 24 hours) Chandler wobble (433 days)



Elastic Earth – geological time scales

At geological timescales the mantle is assumed to behave as viscous fluid 
and elasticity can be neglected. Is it really so?

The response of Earth to different types of surface loads on different timescales – from Watts et al., 2013

Note:
surface loads
-> small deformations
-> the difference between
viscous and inviscid is only
in the response time



Bending of tectonic plates

Bathymetric profile across the Mariana trench – modified from Turcotte & Schubert, 2002 



Flexure studies – oceanic lithosphere

Lithospheric flexure under a seamount – from Watts et al., 2013



Flexure studies – continental lithosphere

Plate bending below Ganges basin – from Watts et al., 2013



Uplift of Tibetan plateau and folding of the Indo-Australian plate – from the short course 
“Analytical solutions to deformational structures” by Stephan Schmalholz

Flexure studies – folding



Elastic Earth – geological time scales

“Flexure studies suggest that the elastic thickness, a proxy for the strength of the lithosphere,
increases with plate age but decreases with load age.”

“The elastic thickness is significantly less than the seismic thickness of the lithosphere, 
as indicated by the depth to the low-velocity zone.” -> elastic energy must be released 
over time due to the presence of a dissipative mechanism (brittle cracking, creeping, …)

“Despite weakening, the lithosphere is capable of retaining its strength and supporting loads
such as volcanoes and sediments for long periods of geological time.”

– from the review of Watts, Zhong, and Hunter, 2013: The Behaviour of the Lithosphere
on Seismic to Geologic Timescales



Maxwell rheology for large deformations



Objective tensor rates

Material derivative is not a physically consistent rate for quantities that have directionality!

Why? Recall the identity:

and think about a simple conservation law for a vector field, the relative motion 
of observers being: 1. translation, 2. rotation.

While 

gives two different solutions, 

setting

conserves the vector field in both frames.
frame 1

frame 2

for more details see http://geo.mff.cuni.cz/~patocka/thesis.pdf



Numerical benchmark: elastic slab surrounded by viscous medium



Building of topography: free-slip, free surface, elasticity

Rising cylinder. Original setup from Crameri et al., 2012 



Building of topography: free-slip, free surface, elasticity

Evolution of topography above a rising cylinder – from Patočka et al., 2017



Viscoelastic stress reduction
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Comparison of lithospheric normal stresses above a rising cylinder



Stress memory effect

Initially hot body with a thin lithosphere.

Thin lithosphere bends easily, reaching
high amplitudes of stress.

As the lithosphere grows in thickness,
it is more difficult to bend it.

In a viscoelastic case, the various stages
of bending are recorded in the lithosphere.
Early stage bending is visible for times 
comparable to the Maxwell relaxation time.

from Patočka et al., 2017: Stress memory effect
in viscoelastic stagnant lid convection, GJI



Stress memory effect

Strong initial bending is recorded in the viscoelastic simulation - from Patočka et al., 2017

Viscous rheology Viscoelastic rheology



Viscous regime: no stress memory



Viscoelastic regime: the stress memory effect



Elasticity in regional modeling - extension

from Olive et al., 2016: The role of elasticity in simulating long-term tectonic extension, GJI



Elasticity in regional modeling - compression

Jaquet et al., 2016: Dramatic effect of elasticity on thermal softening and strain localization during lithospheric shortening, GJI



Elasticity in global visco-elasto-plastic models

Lithospheric deformation can be very complex,
which is often demonstrated by regional modeling.
However, the difference between major
convective regimes observed in global models,
namely the stagnant lid, episodic lid, and 
plate-like mode, is determined by lithospheric
behavior!

What effects does elasticity have on the
formation of large lithospheric shear zones
in visco-elasto-plastic model?

It depends on how localized plastic yielding is.



switching on plasticity, depths of yielding are similar

Elasticity in visco-elasto-plastic models

distributed yielding kills elastic effects

from Patočka et al., in preparation



Conclusions (part about mantle convection)

 Viscoelasticity is important in mantle dynamics on geological timescales.

 Free surface is needed for elasticity to fully show it’s possible effects.

 Bending stresses are smaller when the resistance of the lithosphere
dominated by the value of shear modulus and not by the value of viscosity.

 Historical bending can be recorded in the thickening lithosphere
of a cooling planet in the stagnant lid regime.

 In nature, plastic yielding is localized. In numerical models, distributed yielding 
often appears, smearing the differences in lithospheric stress patterns observed 
in viscous vs viscoelastic simulations. Elasticity is important especially when 
elastic energy from a large area is released in a localized shear zone.



Glacial isostatic adjustment:
induced polar wander
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Liouville equation

Types of excitation: short term (atmosphere), intermediate (GIA), long term (convection)



Liouville equation - approximations

A key role is played by the rotational bulge of a planet. A typical surface or internal load
displaces the axis of figure from the axis of rotation only slightly. However, as the axis of
rotation starts moving with respect to the body, the rotational bulge begins readjusting
itself. Due to this gradual readjustment the rotation pole can experience large movement
even when triggered by a relatively small load.

True polar wander: quasi-fluid approximation often assumed, sometimes also neglecting
the time needed for the rotational bulge to readjust itself (MID-MC approach)

Postglacial rebound: LLE almost unanimously assumed



Liouville equation – our tool

We solve the full non-linear 
Liouville equation and compare
our solution to traditional ones.

Moreover, we compute the changes
in energetical balance of the Earth:
the interplay between gravitational,
elastic, rotational and dissipative 
forms of energy.

See Patočka et al.: Energy balance of glacial 
isostatic adjustment: importance of the rotational
feedback, 2018, GJI



Liouville equation – application

In their seminal paper, Wu and Peltier (1984)
computed polar wander resulting from
glacial isostatic adjustment and showed the 
the observed rate of secular drift matches 
quite well with the theoretical prediction.

However, recent studies suggest that 
GIA induced polar wander cannot explain 
the observed amplitude of polar wander.

Contribution from mantle convection?
The long term stability of LLSVPs?




